Robert Smith
Tool Pusher III

Phone (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com
Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY
Operations manager possessing comprehensive knowledge of project and program management
techniques. Natural leader driven to motivate teams to exceed business goals and targets while
under pressure with over 10 years experience in the oil and gas industry.

SKILLS
Self Motivated, Follow Directions, Work Safely.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Tool Pusher III
ABC Corporation








 June 2010 – January 2015

Started as driller and performed all driller duties, including, but not limited to running the
brake and tripping pipe in and out of the hole.
Calculated hole volumes, and circulating time.
Tallied up drill pipe.
Calculated mud weights for killing wells and worked up kill sheets.
Figured trip ton mileage for drilling line and maximum tonnage pull on stuck pipe.
Drilled on Diesel Electric Rocket Rigs, driller console with joy stick and brake handle from
1500 up to 2000 HP.
Drilled for 6 months and was moved to Tool Pusher on a Rocket rig and also a Kelly rig.

Tool Pusher
Delta Corporation








 2007 – 2010

76082, 817-523-5267 I started out as a Driller and held that position for 3 1/2 years.
Tripped pipe, calculated hole volumes, circulating time, and washouts in hole, and calculated
drill pipe.
Calculated hydraulics for drill bit and mud weights for killing wells and worked up kill sheets.
Calculated trip ton mileage for drilling line, figured maximum tonnage pull on stuck pipe.
Drilled horizontal high-pressure gas wells and also drilled short radius horizontal.
Was moved up to Tool Pusher and held that position for 1 1/2 years.
Reason for leaving I was offered a job with Cactus Drilling and thought that they were a good
company.

EDUCATION
- 1985(Water Valley High School - Water Valley, TX)
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